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a b s t r a c t
Energy constraints and high connectivity dynamics render Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) difficult to program and use. Software applications must be coordinated not
only functionally, as is traditionally done, but also in terms of resource utilization
and adaptation to a dynamic environment. This paper presents Adaptive Servilla, a
middleware that provides adaptive service provisioning capabilities to coordinate the
resources used by WSN applications. It demonstrates how adaptive service provisioning
enables WSN applications to be more energy efficient while better able to adapt to
the changing availability of network resources. This is achieved through novel service
binding strategies that automatically adapt application behavior when opportunities for
energy savings surface, and switching providers in response to changes in the network
topology. The former is accomplished by providing limited information about a provider’s
energy efficiency, systematically exploiting opportunities for sharing service invocations,
and exploiting the broadcast nature of wireless communication in WSNs. The latter
is accomplished by monitoring provider availability, seamlessly switching providers
when necessary, and judiciously searching for new providers. Adaptive Servilla was
implemented on TinyOS and evaluated using two disparate WSN platforms, the TelosB
and Imote2. Empirical results show that adaptive service provisioning enables energy-
aware service binding decisions that result in increased energy efficiency and service
availability, while imposing minimal additional burden on the application, service, and
device developers. Two applications, medical patient monitoring and structural health
monitoring, demonstrate the efficacy of Adaptive Servilla.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Software applications for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [1] must be coordinated both in terms of the resources
they consume and how they adapt to changes in the network. This is due to the limited resources available on typical
WSN devices and the high levels of network dynamics [2] that characterize WSNs. Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) [3,4]
can facilitate this coordination in an elegant, automated, and application-transparent manner. It divides the software into
service consumers and providers that are decoupled through a service discovery and matching process, enabling flexible
relationships between the two that can be dynamically adjusted to account for energy efficiency concerns and changes in the
network. This paper investigates the use of SOC to coordinate resource utilization and adaptationwithinWSNs. The resulting
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system, Adaptive Servilla, provides a framework for addressing fundamental challenges in developingWSN applications due
to resource limitations and network dynamics. This work is distinguished from other SOC systems for WSNs that focus
primarily on coordinating applications at the functional level [5–13].
Two adaptation mechanisms are investigated that increase WSN energy efficiency and service availability in an
autonomous and application-transparent manner. First, an energy-aware service selection strategy is identified and
evaluated. This is important and necessary because multiple providers are often available that consume energy at varying
rates meaning provider selection affects an application’s energy footprint. To ensure energy efficiency, a limited amount
of information about a provider’s energy-consumption characteristics is sent to the consumer allowing it to select the
provider that will result in the highest energy efficiency. In addition, energy efficiency is further increased by exploiting
opportunities for sharing service executions. This is particularly useful when combined with the broadcast nature of
wireless communication, which enables the results of a single service execution to be simultaneously delivered to multiple
consumers.
Second, an adaptive service selection strategy is introduced that automatically adjusts the connections between service
consumers andproviders in response to changes in the network topology. This is important becauseWSNs exhibit high levels
of dynamics due to the use of low-power radios, node mobility, and exposure to a dynamic environment [14]. The adaptive
service connection scheme enables application-transparent adaptation to network topology changes, and thus imposes no
additional burden on application developers. By using Adaptive Servilla, applications automatically become energy-aware
and adaptive to dynamicWSNs. A key challenge addressed in this paper is how the adaptive service selection strategies can
hide network topology changes from the applications while still remaining energy efficient.
Contributions of this work also lie in the implementation and evaluation of the aforementioned adaptive coordination
strategies. They were implemented within an open-source SOC middleware called Servilla [15] that runs on top of
TinyOS [16] and is freely available online,1 hence the name ‘‘Adaptive Servilla.’’ In addition, the systemwas evaluated on two
disparate hardware platforms, the Imote2 [17] and TelosB [18], which exemplify the vast differences in energy efficiencies
among WSN nodes and demonstrate the need for energy-aware adaptation mechanisms. The evaluation indicates that
Adaptive Servilla does not impose undue additional burden on the device, service, and application developers. In addition,
two real-world application case studies involving structural healthmonitoring andmedical patientmonitoring demonstrate
Adaptive Servilla’s ability to enhance energy efficiency and enable 100% invocation success rate despite frequent topology
changes due to user mobility.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The problem definition is given in Section 2. It is followed by an
overview of Servilla in Section 3. Section 4 presents the mechanisms for coordinating application resource utilization. The
technique for characterizing a service’s energy efficiency is given in Section 5. The implementation is presented in Section 6.
An evaluation of Adaptive Servilla in the context of two applications is given in Section 7. Section 8 presents related work. A
discussion of various trade-offs and alternative designs of Adaptive Servilla are presented in Section 9. The paper ends with
conclusions in Section 10.
2. Problem definition
The two problems addressed in this paper are how to (1) coordinate applications to conserve energy and (2) enable
applications to automatically adapt to changing network topologies. Before providing the details of these problems, the
system model is described. The target network environment is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a multi-hop WSN in which
there are many types of potentially mobile nodes that vary in terms of energy capacity, computational power, and sensing
capabilities. Some nodes, like the Imote2, TelosB, IRIS, LOTUS, and MicaZ, operate on batteries resulting in the need to
be highly energy efficient. Others, like the Stargate, are line-powered and not energy constrained. The devices also differ
in terms of hardware capabilities. For example, the Imote2 and LOTUS have relatively powerful 32-bit processors and
megabytes of memory, whereas the rest have significantly weaker 8 and 16-bit processors and kilobytes of memory.
Regardless of these differences, they communicate over the same low-power wireless networking technology like IEEE
802.15.4. Such low power radios are highly susceptible to external interference and thus randomly form, break, and vary in
throughput over time. The result is a heterogeneous and dynamic network inwhich devices differ both in terms of hardware
capabilities and energy efficiencies.
The WSN runs a service-oriented architecture (SOA) in which each device may host one or more service consumers
and/or providers. Consumers are platform-independent and contain application-specific logic. This simplifies application
development since the application need not be tailored to every type of WSN device. Platform-specific functionalities are
accessed through services that are exposed by providers. Providers are dynamically discovered, connected to, and invoked
by, consumers. A consumer and its providers may reside on the same node or on different nodes. While the WSN is multi-
hop and providers may implement services that involveWSN devices spread overmultiple hops, Adaptive Servilla currently
only supports up to one hop between consumers and providers. When a provider and consumer are connected, the provider
is considered ‘‘bound’’ to the consumer and the actual connection is called a ‘‘binding ’’. The binding process consists of
informing the consumer of the provider’s address. Due to variations in network link quality over time, the set of providers
1 Servilla’s website: http://mobilab.cse.wustl.edu/projects/servilla/.
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Fig. 1. The target WSN consists of heterogeneous devices connected via dynamic low-power wireless links.
that are within range of a consumer is dynamic. The service discovery, matching, and connection process is automatic and
done based on service-specifications published by both the consumer and provider. The service specification includes both
functional and non-functional properties of the service. For example, a functional property of the sensing service may be
the sensor type and its accuracy, while its non-functional properties may be its location and energy efficiency. A match
can be made by comparing the properties required by the consumer to that of the provider. The matching process ensures
that all matching services are functionally interchangeable from the consumer’s perspective and will satisfy the application
requirements.
WSNs exhibit unique characteristics that are reflected by the SOA. For example, many WSN applications like habitat
monitoring operate periodically, each time performing the same set of operations like sensing and data delivery. Other
applications remain idle until a particular event like the detection of a phenomenon occurs. To account for these operational
characteristics, the SOAhas three forms of service invocations: on-demand, periodic, and event-based. On-demand is provided
by most traditional SOAs in which an invocation is similar to a remote procedure call [19]. That is, the consumer initiates a
service invocation by sending the provider a message containing the invocation parameters, and waits for the provider to
respond with results. Periodic and event-based invocations involve the provider automatically invoking the service for the
consumer at consumer-defined intervals. They differ in that periodic invocations send every result whereas event-based
invocations only send the first ‘‘interesting’’ result, as defined by the provider, back to the consumer. Once this interesting
result is detected, event-based invocations notify the consumer and terminate. Both of the latter forms of invocations are
more energy efficient than on-demand invocations since they do not require the consumer to send the provider a message
each time the service is executed.
Given the system configuration described above, the primary objectives of Adaptive Servilla are to:
• Reduce energy consumption through energy-aware service selection and sharing. The selection of a particular provider
affects the amount of energy consumed due to device heterogeneity and differences in wireless link qualities between
the consumer and provider. Achieving this objective involves developing a mechanism that determines which provider
to select among a set of potential providers. In this paper, the objective of the energy-aware selection and sharing
mechanism is to reduce an application’s ‘‘energy footprint,’’ which is the total energy an application consumes invoking
services. This includes the energy spent on wireless communication and service execution on all energy-constrained
nodes in the network, including the hosts of both consumers and providers.
• Enhance service availability through application-transparent service rebinding. This is necessary due to the transient
connectivity between the consumers and providers. Achieving it requires determiningwhen to switch providers. Ideally,
the adaptationmechanism should prevent the application frombeing exposed to service invocation failurewhen suitable
providers are within range.
In addition, the following design goals are needed to enhance the usability and practicality of Adaptive Servilla. The
first is how to ensure the system is responsive to network topology changes while remaining energy efficient. This is a
challenging problem because rapid proactive detection of network topology changes requires frequent beaconing, which is
energy-intensive. Thus, the second problem thatmust be addressed is controlling the additional overhead needed to achieve
adaptation. Specifically, they must not outweigh the energy efficiency gained through adaptation. Finally, the additional
burden imposed on the application, device, and service developers to integrate Adaptive Servillamust be considered. Ideally,
their applications’ software components can be integrated with Adaptive Servilla with few changes.
3. Overview of Servilla
Adaptive Servilla builds upon Servilla [15], a middleware that provides the Service Oriented Computing (SOC)
programming model in WSNs. Servilla uses SOC to enable platform independent and energy efficient WSN applications.
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(a) Programming model. (b) Service provisioning software architecture.
Fig. 2. An overview of Servilla’s programming model and software architecture.
It differs from Adaptive Servilla in that it does not consider the relative differences in energy efficiency among suitable
providers, nor does it automatically switch providerswhen the currently-bound provider becomes unavailable. An overview
of Servilla’s model is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the software architecture of its service provisioning framework is shown in
Fig. 2(b). The WSN targeted by Servilla is heterogeneous and the nodes communicate via a wireless ad hoc network. Nodes
provide services that are bound to and used by application tasks. Each node can host multiple tasks and provide multiple
services depending on resource availability. Tasks and services are connected through a binding process that may be local
or remote. Currently, only single hop bindings are supported.
Servilla, and consequently Adaptive Servilla, is appropriate for the class of WSN applications that require localized
collaboration through service discovery/binding within a node’s immediate neighborhood. Such localized interactions are
common and highly efficient in WSNs. For example, in a wildfire-tracking scenario, the application can be structured as
a collection of mobile agents that form a perimeter around the fire [20]. Each mobile agent only needs to coordinate
with its immediate neighbors to ensure the integrity of the perimeter around the fire. In a structural health monitoring
application [21], a powerful node may remain in a low power state by relying on neighboring low-power nodes. These
low-power nodes perform continuous sensing and only wakes up the powerful node when a significant event occurs,
thus reducing energy consumed by the powerful node. In a clinical monitoring application [22,23], the patient’s node may
directly communicate with nodes embedded within the hospital walls and ceilings to continuously relay patient data to a
nurse’s station despite patient mobility. These are only a few of themany applications that can benefit from one-hop service
provisioning. In general,WSN applications that perform localized in-network processingwill benefit from the programming
model described in this paper.
Servilla tasks implement application logic, are platform independent, and are service consumers within Servilla’s SOA.
Platform independence is achieved by executing taskswithin a virtualmachine that provides a uniform instruction set across
all platforms. This is desirable because it alleviates application developers from needing to tailor their applications for every
potential platform. The use of a virtual machine incurs overhead due to the need for code interpretation, though they are
demonstratively feasible even in resource-constrained WSNs [24–27].
Servilla enables applications to be energy efficient by allowing tasks to use services that are natively implemented and
highly optimized (to the extent that traditional WSN software can be optimized). In a Servilla network, services perform
platform-specific functions like sensing, actuating, and executing computations using dedicated hardware. By relying
on optimized services to do low-level operations and only performing high-level application logic within tasks, Servilla
applications achieve platform independence and higher levels of energy efficiency. Not all types of services imaginable are
suitable for Adaptive Servilla. Suitable services are those that are self-contained operations that can independently execute
to completion without needing continuous input from the consumer. Ideally, such services will not maintain application
state and a single execution of the service can satisfy multiple consumers. In addition, since security mechanisms are not
provided, the services must not perform any security-sensitive operations.
The architecture of Servilla’s Service Provisioning Framework (SPF) is shown in Fig. 2(b). When a task declares it need for
a service or invokes a previously bound service, the service provisioning framework handles the low-level actions necessary
to complete the operation. The service provisioning framework is divided into two independent parts: a consumer (SPF-
Consumer) that performs the actions of the service consumer, and a provider (SPF-Provider) that performs the actions of
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the service provider. OnWSN devices with extremely limited resources, Servilla’s SFPmay implement only the SPF-Provider
or only the virtual machine and SPF-Consumer. This asymmetric middleware configuration across devices is made possible
by the modular design of the middleware and the loose coupling between service consumers and providers within SOC. It
enables Servilla to support heterogeneous networks containing a wide range devices.
The SPF-Consumer consists of three primary components: a service scheduler, a binding table, and a service finder. The
service scheduler is responsible for coordinating the invocation of a service. When a task attempts to access a service, the
scheduler first refers to the binding table to determine whether a suitable service is bound. If a service is bound, it executes
the service by either accessing the local SPF-Provider if the service resides on the local node, or by communicating with the
remote node that provides the service if the service is remote. If a service is not bound, the service finder searches the local
and remote SPF-Providers for suitable services and notifies the service scheduler when a suitable service is found.
The SPF-Provider consists of a service registry, a matchmaker, remote invocator, and a service discovery component.
The service registry serves as a directory of services that are provided by the local WSN device. It is also responsible for
providing access to the service when either the local or a remote SPF-Consumer wishes to execute the service. If the service
is executed by a remote SPF-Consumer, the remote invocator component within the SPF-Provider serves as a proxy for
the remote SPF-Consumer. Likewise, the service discovery component within the SPF-Provider searches the local service
registry for a remote SPF-Consumer when it is searching remotely for a service. The matchmaker component is used by the
service registry to determine whether a service matches the needs of the consumer. Note that this match only considers the
demands of the consumer. Adaptive Servilla builds upon this by also considering the aggregate energy efficiency of both the
consumer and provider when selecting from among multiple potential providers.
Each of the components shown in Fig. 2(b) is implemented as a separate software module with a well-defined interface.
These interfaces serve as hooks that developers can use to enhance Servilla’s capabilities. For example, the service finder’s
interface simply accepts a service description and returns the address of the node that provides a matching service. New
service finding algorithmswith different switching strategies can be integrated simply by replacing Servilla’s default service
finderwith another component that implements the same interface. This is in fact done by Adaptive Servilla — it implements
a new service finder that estimates the relative energy efficiencies that can be obtained when the local consumer binds to
various providers, and returns the provider that it believes will result in the lowest energy footprint. The only limitation is
the triggering condition that causes the service finder to run. Currently, the triggering condition is when a consumer invokes
a service. Once this invocation occurs, the service finder can implement a custom switching strategy.
Adaptive Servilla builds upon Servilla and uses the samemodel and architecture shown in Fig. 2. It differs by not requiring
thedeveloper tomanually adjust or specify the semantics of the bindings. Instead, Adaptive Servilla automatically adjusts the
bindings based on the expected energy efficiency of the aggregate system.Unlike Servilla,which exposes broken connections
to remote services to the application, the process of rebinding to an alternative provider is done internally within Adaptive
Servilla.
4. Adaptation mechanisms
This section presents the adaptation mechanisms of Adaptive Servilla. Before presenting the details, we first give an
overview of the basic service discovery, selection, and binding process. MostWSNs are ad hocmaking access to a centralized
service directory difficult to provide. Because of this, service discovery consists of the consumer broadcasting a message
containing the specifications of the desired service and waiting for matching providers to respond. The responses contain
the service’s specification, allowing the consumer to analyze the properties of each known provider and selecting one that
it considers to be the best. Upon selection, the consumer binds to the provider by noting its address, which enables the
consumer to communicate with the provider when it invokes the service. Note that the middleware hides these operations
by presenting a simple interface for applications to discover, bind to, and invoke services.
The remainder of this section is divided into three parts: (1) selecting the most energy-efficient provider, (2) optimizing
energy efficiency via shared service invocations, and (3) increasing service availability by adapting to network topology
changes.
4.1. Energy-aware provider selection
The provider selection mechanism must be energy-aware due to variations in WSN devices that result in dramatically
different energy costs. For example, the power draw of the Imote2 [17] when idling with the sensors disabled is about 109.7
mW, while the TelosB [18] only draws 0.45 mW in the same state. Thus, binding to an Imote2 may result in greater energy
consumption relative to a TelosB. Note that it is not always the case that selecting the TelosB will result in a smaller energy
footprint relative to the Imote2 since the energy footprint also depends on the number of times the service is executed and
whether it is executed remotely or locally. Theoretically, selecting a provider is simple – choose the one that results in the
application having the smallest energy footprint. By calculating the amount of energy each potential binding configuration
will consume, the middleware can select the provider that will result in the smallest energy footprint. The challenge is how
to efficiently and accurately determine this energy footprint.
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Fig. 3. The actions performed during on-demand invocations.
Fig. 4. The actions performed during periodic invocations.
Determining the energy footprint of a particular connection between a consumer and provider requires analyzing the
service invocation process. First consider on-demand and periodic invocations. Both share the same three steps since on-
demand is a special case of periodic in which the number of periods is one. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the three steps
are (1) initiation, (2) execution, and (3) results delivery. Initiation involves the consumer telling the provider that it wants
to invoke the service. If the provider is remote, this involves the consumer sending an invoke message to the provider.
Execution involves actually performing the service. Finally, results delivery involves sending the results of the execution
to the consumer. For periodic invocations, the latter two steps are repeated a certain number of times as specified by the
consumer.
Each of the three aforementioned steps must be analyzed to determine the energy footprint of a particular binding. The
variables used are shown in Table 1. They can be directly measured using a process that will be described in Section 5. The
estimated energy footprint is given by Eq. (1). The first line accounts for the energy consumed during the initiation step
while lines 2–3 account for the energy consumed during execution and results delivery. Finally, the last line accounts for
the energy consumed when the WSN devices are idling. Note that the calculation only considers the energy footprint of a
single isolated consumer. It does not consider potential energy savings during concurrent searches or explicit coordination
among consumers or providers. The equation represents a worse-case scenario and is used due to its simplicity and ability
to estimate actual energy consumption in real systems, as will be shown in Sections 5 and 7.
Eperiodic = Etx,c + Erx,p + Count · (Pidle,c · Tinvoke + Tinvoke · Pinvoke + Erx,c + Etx,p) (1)
+ (Count− 1) · (Pidle,c · (Period− Tinvoke − Trx,c)+ Pidle,p · (Period− Tinvoke − Ttx,p)).
The energy footprint of remote event-based service invocations differs from that of periodic invocations since only one
result is delivered to the consumer. The sequence of actions performed is shown in Fig. 5. It depicts a worst-case scenario in
which the last execution of the service turns out to be the one of interest, i.e., the service is executed Count times. Using the
worst-case scenario is appropriate when performing provider selection since the consumer is interested in the maximum
energy footprint that each potential provider will incur. Note that in an actual deployment, the number of invocations
that must occur before an interesting event happens may not be known. In this case, the application programmer must
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Table 1
Variables for deriving the energy cost of service invocation.
Application developer
Symbol Meaning Units
Period Service execution period ms
Count Number of service executions n/a
Service developer
Symbol Meaning Units
Tinvoke Latency of service execution ms
Pinvoke Power during service execution mW
Device developer
Symbol Meaning Units
Trx,c Latency of consumer receiving a message ms
Ttx,p Latency of provider sending a message ms
Pidle,c Consumer idle power mW
Pidle,p Provider idle power mW
Etx,c Energy cost of consumer sending a message µJ
Etx,p Energy cost of provider sending a message µJ
Erx,c Energy cost of consumer receiving a message µJ
Erx,p Energy cost of provider receiving a message µJ
Fig. 5. The actions performed during event-based invocations.
estimate the likely number of service executions necessary before one of interest occurs. The equation for deriving the energy
footprint of event-based service invocations is given by Eq. (2). The first line of Eq. (2) captures the energy consumed during
the initiation and results delivery steps, which is the energy required to send the initial message initiating the invocation,
and to deliver the results back to the consumer. The second line is the energy spent during service execution. Note that is
includes the idle power of the consumer as it waits for the service to execute. Finally, the last line of Eq. (2) includes the
energy spent idling between service invocations.
Eevent = Etx,c + Erx,p + Etx,p + Erx,c + Count · (Pidle,c · Tinvoke + Pinvoke · Tinvoke) (2)
+ (Count− 1) · (Period− Tinvoke) · (Pidle,c + Pidle,p).
So far, only remote service bindings have been considered. It is also possible for a consumer to be bound to a provider
that is on the same device, resulting in local invocations. Local invocations differ from remote ones in that they do not require
transmitting messages over the wireless network, and can thus potentially save significant amounts of energy. In fact, since
there is no network communication, the invocation process consists of only one step: the execution of the service. Since no
network communication is involved, the energy footprint of all three types of local invocation (i.e., on-demand, periodic, and
event-based) can be described using Eq. (3). The energy footprint of a local invocation, Elocal, consists of the energy consumed
while executing the service and the energy consumed while waiting between executions. Note that if the invocation type is
on-demand, Count = 1 and Period = Tinvoke.
Elocal = Count · Tinvoke · Pinvoke + (Count− 1) · (Period− Tinvoke) · Pidle,c . (3)
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(a) P1 = 4, P2 = 6. (b) P1 = 4, P2 = 6, P3 = 2.
Fig. 6. A visualization of how service utilization is calculated.
If a node is not energy-constrained, the energy footprint of the node can be simply set to zero and the same equations
can be used without modification. For example, if the provider is line-powered, Etx,p, Erx,p, and Pinvoke should be set to zero.
This will effectively remove non-power-constrained nodes from the energy cost calculation.
By using Eqs. (1)–(3). The adaptive service provisioning middleware can estimate the energy footprint of each potential
service provider and select the one that will result in the highest energy efficiency. Oftentimes, the decision is between
whether to bind to a local service or a remote service. This is achieved by comparing Eq. (1) or (2), depending on the
invocation type, to Eq. (3). All of these calculations can be done locally by the consumer in a manner that is hidden from the
application developer.
As mentioned in Section 2, the adaptive service-provisioning middleware must not impose an unreasonable burden on
the device, application, and service developers. In this case, the additional burden is the derivation of the variables shown in
Table 1. To understand the actual amount of additional work required, the variables shown in Table 1 are divided based on
whoneeds to provide them. The device developer needs to specify eight variables related to the energy efficiency and latency
of wireless communication and idling. While this is additional work, it only needs to be done once for each platform type.
The service and application developers each need to specify only two additional variables. Determining these two variables
is not difficult. In the application developer’s case, the two variables, Count and Period, need to be specified anywaywhen
invoking a service periodically or in an event-based manner. When on-demand invocation is used the application need not
specify any variable since Count = 1 and Period = Tinvoke. This is because the service is invoked once and the results
of the invocation are returned immediately after the service is done executing. By using Adaptive Servilla, applications are
made adaptive and energy-aware while incurring no additional burden on the application developer. This is important as it
simplifies application development.
4.2. Shared service invocations
Periodic and event-based invocations predictably execute a service once every period. This enables service sharing,
another mechanism for saving energy that can be integrated into the adaptive service provisioning middleware. The idea
is that multiple service execution requests can be combined into one execution of the service. Energy savings are attained
by reducing the number of times a service is executed and the results delivered. For example, if the service is to provide
a temperature measurement, the temperature sensor can be accessed once and the reading can be delivered to multiple
consumers, thus reducing the amount of energy consumed obtaining the temperature. In addition, the results can be
simultaneously delivered to multiple consumers via wireless broadcast. While this only possible when perfect reliability
is not required, there are many WSN applications that do not need perfect reliability like most sensing and monitoring
applications that are periodic in nature.
Service sharing can be used to differentiate amongmultiple potential providers. Suppose a consumer needs a service that
is provided by several identical providers. The degree towhich a provider is sharedmay determinewhich providerwill incur
the least additional energy footprint. Before analyzing the details of service invocation sharing, it is important to determine
when a service is sharable. A service is sharable if the results of one of its executions can be delivered to or can satisfy
multiple consumers. This depends on the semantics of the service, like whether it maintains connection-specific state and
whether the invocation parameters across multiple consumers are compatible. For example, a sensing service is typically
sharable, while data routing services are usually not sharable since they require application-specific parameters (i.e., the
data to be routed). Note that service sharing involves sharing the execution of the service, not the service itself. For example,
a single routing servicemaymaintain a forwarding tree structure among the nodes in the network that is shared bymultiple
consumers, but the service itself is not easily shared since each user may send a different packet. For a routing service to
be shared, a message aggregation function must be provided that combines multiple messages into one. Sharable sensing
services are commonwithinWSNs, making shared service invocation an important method for increasing energy efficiency.
Enabling service sharing imposes a small amount of additional burden on the service and application developers since they
must specify whether the service that they want or provide is sharable. This does not significantly increase the burden
on these developers and is justified by the increased energy efficiency it enables. Note that to enable service invocation
sharing, the starting time of a service invocation is assumed to be adjustable to coincide with other invocations. Most WSN
applications, including those that are analyzed in Section 7, meet this assumption since they are only sensitive to the service
invocation rate.
To understand how energy can be saved via service sharing, consider the impact of a particular invocation on a service’s
utilization, as shown in Fig. 6. Time is discretized and when a consumer invokes a service periodically or in an event-based
manner, each execution of the service will reside in a unique box on the time lines shown in Fig. 6. A box is shaded if one or
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1. Given n periods: P1, P2, . . . , Pn;
2. Let lcm = Least Common Multiple of P1, P2, . . . , Pn;
3. Let list = [P1, P2, . . . , Pn]; // These are the base values
4. Let count = 0;
5. sort(list);
6. while smallest value(s) in list are less lcm
7. increment smallest value(s) in list by base value;
8. sort(list);
9. count++;
10. utilization = count/lcm
Fig. 7. An algorithm for calculating service utilization given service sharing.
more invocations occurs during the interval of time represented by the box. The number of arrows pointing at each box is
the number of consumers that are sharing the same service execution. Thus, the more arrows pointing at a box, the greater
the degree of sharing, and the more energy is saved.
Fig. 6(a) shows the service utilization when there are two consumers, C1 and C2, invoking at periods P1 = 4 and P2 = 6,
respectively. C1 thus executes the service at times 4, 8 and 12, as indicated by the solid arrows, while C2 executes the service
at times 6 and 12, as indicated by the dashed arrows. Note that the length of the time line is the least commonmultiple (lcm)
of 4 and 6 because the invocation pattern repeats beyond this. Thus, service utilization can be calculated by only considering
the block of times leading up to the least common multiple.
Calculating service utilization involves dividing the number of shaded boxes by the total number of boxes, which in
this case is 412 = 13 . To understand the benefits of service sharing, consider what would happen if it did not exist. In this
case, the last box in Fig. 6(a) would be split in to two, both of which would be shaded, making the utilization 513 , which
is higher. Higher utilization means higher energy costs, motivating service sharing. Fig. 6(b) shows the utilization when a
new consumer, C3, arrives invoking with period P3 = 2, arrives. With this additional consumer, the new utilization is 12 ,
representing an increase of 12 − 13 = 16 . Note that this is less than an increase of 12 , which would be the case if service
invocations could not be shared, demonstrating the benefits of service sharing.
The algorithm for calculating the effects of service invocation sharing is shown in Fig. 7. It maintains a sorted list, list , that
initially contains each period, P1, P2, . . . , Pn. This initial value is the ‘‘base value’’ that is continuously added to itself until it
reaches the least commonmultiple of the periods, l cm.With each round, the list is sorted and, if the smallest values are less
than the l cm, they are incremented by their base value. This process repeats until all values in list equal l cm. The number of
rounds in the algorithm is equal to the number of positions in the timeline in which a service execution occurs, meaning the
utilization is the number of rounds divided by l cm. The time complexity of this algorithm is O(lcm · utilization · n · log(n)),
which is exponential in the number of invocations. However, it is proportional to the utilization, which is usually small, and
the number of consumers, which is also limited due to the short wireless range of WSN nodes. The memory complexity is
simply O(n) since it only needs to remember list . Thus, this algorithm is tractable in most situations.
The savings achieved through service sharing are incorporated into Pinvoke and Etx,p, which are included in the response to
a service discovery message. For example, if adding a consumer results in no change in the utilization of the service, and the
results can be delivered via broadcast, then Pinvoke = 0 and Etx,p = 0 for that consumer. This results in a consumer preferring
providers that are better able to share service executions and thus save energy. One limitation of this technique is that it
does not consider future changes to the set of bound consumers. This can be remedied by having the provider notify its
consumers whenever the degree of sharing has decreased.
4.3. Adapting to network topology changes
WSNs exhibit relatively high levels of dynamics due to the use of low-power radios, mobility, and exposure to a changing
environment. To account for these dynamics, an adaptation mechanism is necessary for applications to adjust to network
topology changes. Specifically, it is responsible for switching providers to enhance service availability. The adaptation
mechanism used by Adaptive Servilla is shown in Fig. 8. Note that this adaptation mechanism is one of many potential
mechanisms. Itwas selected because of its simplicity and lowoverhead relative to the alternatives. A discussion of alternative
adaptation mechanisms is presented in Section 9.
The systemmaintains a list of known providers and a count of the number of consecutive failures using the providers in
this list. It begins in the Init state and immediately transitions to the Collect Providers state while transmitting a
service discovery message and setting timer Twait . After broadcasting the service discovery message, the consumer remains
in the Collect Providers state accepting and recording responses from service providers until timer Twait fires. When
this occurs, the consumer analyzes the properties of the matching providers and sorts them based on their expected energy
footprints using the process described in Section 4.1, and enters the Provider Selection state. From this state, the
consumer selects the best provider and transitions into the Invoke state. If nomatching providers were found, as indicated
by an empty provider list, the adaptationmechanism transitions back to the Init statewhere the entire process is repeated.
Once in the Invoke state, the consumer invokes the service. If the invocation fails, the provider is removed from the list
and the adaptation mechanism tries the next-best provider. This process is repeated up to N times before the consumers
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Fig. 8. A finite state machine capturing the behavior of the mechanism used to adapt to network topology changes.
gives up by flushing the provider list and returning to the Init state. The reasoning behind this is that N consecutive
failures is indicative of a major change in network topology, e.g., the consumer moves out of range of all previous providers.
When this happens, themost logical action is to clear the provider list and re-discover new providers. The valueN is exposed
as a tunable parameter. It reflects the expected reliability of receiving a response from a provider, assuming one exists.
The adaptation mechanism used by Adaptive Servilla has only four states and imposes minimal overhead. In fact, there
is no additional overhead when the current provider remains available because service bindings are only adjusted when
the current one fails. It eliminates the overhead of beaconing to detect disconnections and discover new providers, and
needlessly switching providers. In addition, this policy is further motivated by the fact that predicting future disconnection
is often difficult in a highly dynamic environment. For the same reasons, the adaptation mechanism does not perform
service discovery until N previously discovered providers are tried. The value of N must be carefully selected to maximize
the likelihood that the energy spent trying to find an alternate provider is less than simply re-running service discovery.
One consequence of this passive style of adaptation is that provider disconnection will not be detected until the next time
the application attempts to invoke the service. This will result in slightly higher invocation latency since the underlying
adaptation mechanism will need to first find an alternative provider. Preventing this will require continuous adaptation in
which the consumer constantly monitors the presence of the currently-bound provider, usually via wireless beacons, even
when the consumer is not invoking the service. Continuous adaptation may result in higher energy costs since there is no
guarantee that the energy consumed performing continuous adaptation can be offset by switching to amore energy efficient
provider.
Recall that SOC decouples consumers from providers and the service matching process ensures that any matching
provider is interchangeable. This enables themiddleware to switch providers transparently from the application. In addition,
switching providers is assumed to involve no state transfer from the old provider to the new. This is the common case since
typical services like sensingmeets this assumption. In the future, this assumption can be removed by including the overhead
of state transfer in the energy consumption computations. The entire adaptationmechanism shown in Fig. 8 is conducted by
the middleware and hidden from the application developer. By presenting such a simple interface, the addition of adaptive
capabilities does not add significant additional burden to application development. In fact, by automatically binding to a new
providerwhen the previous one fails, application code is actually simplified since it no longer needs to explicitly unbind from
one provider and bind to another.
5. Characterizing the energy efficiency of WSN devices
To estimate the resulting energy footprint if a particular service provider is selected, the values in Table 1must be known.
This can be done using numerous techniques [28–30] one of which is directly using an oscilloscope. Determining a device’s
energy consumption requires measuring its power and the duration over which it is drawn. By using an oscilloscope to take
a sequence of instantaneous power readings P1, P2, . . . , Pn at fixed intervals ∆t , the total energy, E, consumed during the
measured interval is approximated by Eq. (4).
E ≈

n
i=1
Pi

·∆t. (4)
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Fig. 9. The circuit used to measure the energy characteristics of a WSN device. Two probes from the same oscilloscope simultaneously measure voltages
V1 and V2 at junctions J2 and J3, respectively. Both are grounded at junction J1. V1 measures the voltage across resistor R1 and is used to calculate the
instantaneous current, I = V1R1 . V2 measures the voltage across the WSN device. The power, P , of the WSN device is thus P = I · V2.
Table 2
The latency and power attributes of AccelTrigger.
Variable TelosB Imote2 Unit
Psense 102.90± 0.31 176.67± 0.45 mW
Tsense 18.49± 0.07 21.87± 1.28 ms
The circuit used to measure Pi and ∆t is shown in Fig. 9. It consists of a resistor R1 in series with the WSN device. An
oscilloscope is used to simultaneouslymeasure voltage V1 across R1 and voltage V2 across the device. The current, I , flowing
through the device is I = V1R1 and the instantaneous power is P = I · V2. A 4.9 Ω resistor was used for R1. The maximum
expected current draw of the WSN device is 44 mA (this is drawn by the Imote2 [17] when its radio is on), resulting in a
maximum voltage drop of 0.2 V across R1, which is low enough to not impact the operation of the WSN device. A Tektronix
TDS2004B digital oscilloscope was used to measure V1 and V2. The channel 1 probe was attached to junction J2, while the
channel 2 probe was attached to J3. Both probes are grounded at J1 to provide a common voltage reference point. Thus,
channel 1 measures V1, which is used to calculate the current flowing through the WSN device, and channel 2 measures
V2, which is the voltage drop across the device. Together, they are used to calculate the power draw of theWSN device. The
oscilloscope’s buffer holds 2500 instantaneous voltage readings per channel. Depending on the oscilloscope’s time-scale
setting, the time between measurements varies from 0.01 ms to 4 ms. Since most relevant operations have latencies of tens
of milliseconds, the resolution provided by the oscilloscope is sufficient for our purposes.
The energy characteristics of two types of nodes are examined: the Imote2 [17] and TelosB [18]. They represent opposite
extremes in energy consumption among currentWSN devices where the Imote2 has relatively high energy cost. For brevity,
the remainder of this section only derives two variables within Table 1: Tinvoke and Pinvoke. The other variables in the table can
be derived using the same general technique that is described below. Full details of the derivation of all variables in Table 1
are presented in [31].
5.1. Derivation of service execution energy cost
This section details the process of deriving the energy cost of service execution, i.e., variables Tinvoke and Pinvoke in Table 1.
The service evaluated provides access to an accelerometer and is calledAccelTrigger. It is provided by both the TelosB and
Imote2 devices. AccelTrigger is used in the structural health monitoring application described in Section 7.2. Each time
the service is executed, an acceleration reading is obtained and the value is compared against a threshold. If the threshold is
exceeded, the invocation is considered ‘‘interesting’’ and, assuming the service was invoked in an event-based manner, an
event is sent to the consumer.
The power draw of accessing the accelerometer can be obtained using the oscilloscope. Example oscilloscope traces
from the Imote2 and TelosB when accessing the accelerometer are shown in Fig. 10. From the figure, the sensing operation
can be represented in a single step. Let Psense be the average power while sensing, and Tsense be the average latency. Since
AccelTrigger primarily consists of accessing the accelerometer, Pinvoke = Psense and Tinvoke = Tsense. The accelerometer is
accessed ten times and the average and 95% confidence intervals of the power and latency are computed. The results are
shown in Table 2. The energy footprint of executing AccelTrigger on the TelosB and Imote2 is approximately 102.9 mW
· 18.49 ms = 1.9 mJ and 176.67 mW · 21.87 ms = 3.86 mJ, respectively. This process of deriving the energy cost of service
execution is done once by the service developer. It does not impose any additional burden on the application developer or
device developer.
This demonstrates one method by which the values in Table 1 can be derived. Deriving these values is necessary for
Adaptive Servilla to provide energy-aware service selection and autonomous adaptation in a dynamic network. The process
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(a) Imote2. (b) TelosB.
Fig. 10. The power draw of the Imote2 and TelosB devices when reading the accelerometer. The Imote2 is unable to turn off its sensor after accessing it,
which is why its power usage remains relatively high before and after accessing the accelerometer. The TelosB turns off the accelerometer and remains in
a low power state before and after accessing it.
Fig. 11. The Adaptive Servilla middleware architecture.
depicted here demonstrates the feasibility and characterizes the difficulty of obtaining the values in Table 1. Note thatmost of
the variables in Table 1 are derived by the device developer, which only has to be done once per device type. The application
and service developers only need to derive two variables each, resulting in a manageable amount of additional burden. The
ability to use these measurements for estimating the energy footprint of a particular service binding will be analyzed in
Section 7.
6. Implementation
Adaptive Servilla was implemented by extending Servilla [15] with energy-awareness and adaptive capabilities. Like
Servilla, Adaptive Servilla runs on top of TinyOS [16]. Adaptive Servilla’s service-provisioning software architecture is shown
in Fig. 11 and the key changes to Servilla’s original architecture are highlighted. Modifying Servilla to support adaptive
service provisioning only required adding components to estimate the energy footprint of particular binding configurations,
performing the adaptation based on these energy footprint calculations, and combining service invocations when possible.
The supporting service-oriented computing infrastructure, like service discovery, matching, and execution remains the
same. The energy efficiency profile shown in Fig. 11 is data that characterizes the energy efficiency of the provider. It consists
of the following variables in Table 1: Tinvoke, Pinvoke, Ttx,p, Pidle,p, Etx,p, Erx,p. The energy footprint estimator takes these variables
and, together with the consumer’s planned usage of the service, estimates the energy footprint of the application when a
particular provider is bound.
Services are augmented with their energy efficiency profiles, which include Tinvoke and Pinvoke. The Remote Invocator,
which accepts and carries out invocation requests on behalf of remote consumers, is modified to consider the energy
efficiency gains of shared service invocations. The Service Finder, which discovers providers, is modified to calculate the
energy footprint of each potential binding configuration. Finally, the Service Scheduler, which initiates service invocations,
is modified to adapt to network topology changes. These changes impose additional memory and network bandwidth
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NAME = Accel
METHOD = readx
INPUT =
OUTPUT = int
(a) Servilla.
NAME = Accel
METHOD = readx
INPUT =
OUTPUT = int
P = 102.9 // Pinvoke
T = 18.49 // Tinvoke
(b) Adaptive Servilla.
Fig. 12. Example usage of service specification API.
1. uses Accel; // Declare which services are required.
2.
3. voidmain() {
4. int count = 0; float accel;
5. bind(Accel, EAGER|PERSISTENT, 2); // bind to a service within 2 hops
6. while(count++ < 10) {
7. accel = invoke(Accel, ‘‘readx’’); // invoke the service
8. send(accel);
9. }
10. unbind(Accel);
11.}
(a) Servilla.
1. uses Accel; // Declare which services are required.
2.
3. voidmain() {
4. int count = 0; float accel;
5. while(count++< 10) {
6. accel = invoke(Accel, ‘‘readx’’); // invoke the service
7. send(accel);
8. }
9. unbind(Accel);
10.}
(b) Adaptive Servilla.
Fig. 13. Example application using API of Servilla and Adaptive Servilla.
overhead. They consume 20 KB of ROMand 6.5 KB of RAMon the TelosB, and 187 KB of ROMand 10 KB of RAMon the Imote2.
While these are significant, particularly in resource-poor devices like the TelosB, the memory available for applications is
preallocated within a virtual machine and is sufficient for the applications described in Section 7.
To understand Adaptive Servilla’s impact on network bandwidth utilization, consider the additional data that must be
exchanged. The service discovery message must contain four additional variables: the invocation type, period, and count,
and the reliability at which the results need to be delivered, which determines whether the results can be delivered via
broadcast. These variables amount to only eight bytes. The reply to a service discovery message must include six additional
variables: Ttx,p, Etx,p, Pidle,p, Erx,p, Tinvoke, and Pinvoke. This amounts to twelve bytes and can easily fit within a single TinyOS [16]
packet. In addition to themessages, the service specificationsmust include three additional variables: whether it is sharable,
Tinvoke, and Pinvoke. This amounts to six bytes and can also fit in a single packet.
Servilla’s programming model consists of service consumers (i.e, applications) written as mobile agents that run as byte
code on top of Servilla. Reprogramming a WSN is performed through redeploying these mobile agents; it does not require
changing the underlying binary image of the virtual machine or services. While occasional updates to the binary image may
be needed (e.g., for patching or upgrading), we expect this to happen much less frequently (e.g., months or years) relative
to application execution (e.g., seconds or minutes). Hence, we do not consider the energy cost of deployment.
6.1. Adaptive Servilla API
Adaptive Servilla’s API requiredminimal changes to Servilla’s original API. In fact, it is simplified because the complexities
of adapting to service disconnections is handled internally within the middleware. Fig. 12 shows an example service
specification and how it differs when implemented in Servilla versus Adaptive Servilla. Note that in Adaptive Servilla,
the developer of the service must specify Tinvoke and Pinvoke. The other attributes within the service specification remain
unchanged.
Fig. 13 provides an example application that invokes an accelerometer-sensing service 10 times. It illustrates how the
API of Adaptive Servilla differs from that of Servilla. Note that when using Adaptive Servilla, the programmer need not
explicitly bind to the service (i.e., line 5 of Fig. 12). This is because the binding process is handled internally within Adaptive
Servilla’s adaptationmechanism. In this example, the invoke command executes the service once, meaning Tinvoke and Pinvoke
are undefined. These variables are implicitly defined when periodic and event-based invocations are used. This is important
because, asmentioned in Section 4.1, applications aremade adaptive and energy-awarewithout incurring additional burden
on the application developer.
7. Evaluation
This section presents two application case studies: medical patient monitoring and structural health monitoring. They
demonstrate the efficacy of Adaptive Servilla’s ability to coordinate resource utilization. While the evaluations only contain
one consumer, they illustrate how our adaptive SOA can (1) increase service availability through automatic adaptation to
network dynamics and (2) enable energy-awareness in applications.
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1. NAME = DataRelay
2. METHOD = send
3. INPUT = byte[]
4. OUTPUT =
5. P = Pinvoke
6. T = Tinvoke
(a) Service Specification.
1. uses DataRelay;
2.
3. voidmain() {
4. while (true) {
5. byte[28] data = sense(); // get patient data
6. invoke(DataRelay, ‘‘send’’, data);
7. pause(15000); // pause 15 seconds
8. }
9. }
(b) Application Code.
Fig. 14. The medical patient monitoring service and application.
Fig. 15. Amap of the wireless sensor network testbed atWashington University in St. Louis, which was used by the medical patient monitoring application
case study. The testbed nodes (circles) provide a multi-hop wireless ad hoc networking infrastructure over which patient data is relayed to the monitoring
station (triangle). The patient traverses the dotted lines.
7.1. Medical patient monitoring
The medical patient monitoring application consists of a hospital patient wearing a WSN device that continuously
monitors vital sign data and delivers it to a nurse’s monitoring station via a multi-hop WSN infrastructure. This application
was originally deployed at Barnes-Jewish Hospital in St. Louis, Missouri and underwent a successful clinical trial with real
patients [22,23]. The key challenge presented by this application is to overcome the dynamic network topology caused
by patient mobility. Failure to adapt to these network topology changes will result in the loss of critical vital sign data,
potentially jeopardizing the patient’s care.
The aforementioned system was implemented natively in nesC [32] directly on top of TinyOS [16]. For this evaluation,
the application was reimplemented using Adaptive Servilla as shown in Fig. 14. The application uses a data relay service for
delivering patient data to the nurse’s monitoring station. The specification of this service is shown in Fig. 14(a). Note that
the P and T attributes on lines 5 and 6 would be replaced by the actual Pinvoke and Tinvoke of a particular provider. For this
evaluation, since the focus is on adaptation to network topology changes and not energy efficiency, all providers used the
same constant dummy values for these variables.
By using Adaptive Servilla, the implementation becomes trivial because the middleware handles the adaptation process
internally hiding it from the application. As shown in Fig. 14(b), the implementation consists of a single loop with two
relevant lines of code: one for obtaining the patient data, another for invoking a relay service that is provided by the WSN
infrastructure nodes. The relay service delivers the data to the monitoring station and is identical to the one used in the
original deployment. For this evaluation, the sense method on line 5 is a dummy function that simply returns a random
28-byte value, which is sufficient for monitoring most vital signs [22,23]. Dummy values are used because the focus of this
evaluation is not on the actual patient sensing algorithm. In a real deployment, these values would be obtained through
another service invocation of a service that provides access to an actual sensor monitoring the patient.
The original clinical deployment was reproduced using a 73 TelosB node WSN testbed whose node-placement map
is shown in Fig. 15. Like the original implementation, the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [33] was used to route patient
data through the multi-hop WSN formed by the infrastructure nodes to the monitoring station. The CTP routing protocol
was exposed through Adaptive Servilla as a DataRelay service that is provided by every infrastructure node. For each
experiment, the patient traversed a fixed 359 m path as shown in Fig. 15. To account for a range of patient ambulatory
capabilities, two movement speeds were used, a slow walk averaging 0.68 m/s and a fast walk averaging 1.33 m/s.
For a base-line comparison, the application was also implemented natively without the use of Adaptive Servilla. This
consists of the application directly using CTP without any additional adaptive capabilities. Since CTP technically does not
‘‘invoke’’ a ‘‘service,’’ this study focuses on how reliably the patient’s node is able to use CTP to send patient data to its parent,
which is one of the infrastructure nodes in the aforementioned testbed. Both the Adaptive Servilla and native versions of
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Table 3
Medical patient monitoring service invocation success
rate.
Adaptive Servilla Native
Fast Walk 100%± 0% 31.16%± 7.6%
SlowWalk 100%± 0% 40.47%± 11.2%
Fig. 16. The average number of messages transmitted per invocation.
Table 4
The average number of beacons transmitted per
invocation over all experimental rounds.
Adaptive Servilla Native
Fast Walk 0.79± .03 2.41± 0.80
SlowWalk 0.47± .05 2.38± 0.55
the application were evaluated using the fixed path shown in Fig. 15. While traversing this path, the medical patient’s node
would attempt to send patient data packaged within a 28-byte packet every 15 s.
The success rates of the Adaptive Servilla and native implementations are shown in Table 3. For each result, the average
and 95% confidence intervals over ten rounds are given. Using Adaptive Servilla, the application was able to maintain 100%
success rate while the native version frequently failed. This is because the native implementation using just CTP was not
designed to handle the high level of dynamics due to mobility.
In addition to higher success rate, the implementation based on Adaptive Servilla incurred significantly less wireless
network bandwidth than the native implementation. Network bandwidth consumption can be characterized by the number
of wireless packets transmitted per service invocation, which depends on whether a service invocation is successful. If the
original service provider is still connected, Adaptive Servilla may invoke the service using a single wireless transmission.
Otherwise, it will have to perform service discovery, which in this case consists of wirelessly broadcasting five packets
(this varies depending on the size of the service description). When the native implementation performs an invocation, it
attempts to send the invocation message up to thirty times after which it drops the packet. It does not attempt to discover
different parents if the currently-selected one fails. Thus, the number of messages it sends per invocation is between one
and thirty depending on whether the parent is within range. To ensure fair comparison, the exact same movement path
and invocation timing is used in the both the Adaptive Servilla and the native experiments, resulting the same pattern
of service disconnections. The average non-beacon network bandwidth overhead per invocation is shown in Fig. 16. The
error bars depict the 95% confidence interval calculated over the number of invocations per experimental round. Note that
Adaptive Servilla out-performs the native implementation by transmitting less than ten packets per invocation versus the
native implementation transmitting 15–25wireless packets per invocation. This significant reduction in network bandwidth
consumption indicates that Adaptive Servilla also results in energy savings relative to the native implementation.
The average number of beacons emitted per invocation is shown in Table 4. Clearly, the native implementation emits
significantly more beacons than Adaptive Servilla even though it delivers lower invocation success rate. The native
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Fig. 17. The latency of invoking the relay service.
1. NAME = AccelTrigger
2. METHOD = start
3. INPUT =
4. OUTPUT =
5. METHOD = stop
6. INPUT =
7. OUTPUT =
8. METHOD = check
9. INPUT =
10.OUTPUT =
11.P = Pinvoke
12.T = Tinvoke
(a) Service Specification.
1. uses AccelTrigger;
2.
3. voidmain() {
4. invokeEvent(AccelTrigger, ‘‘start’’, eventDetected);
5. }
6.
7. void eventDetected() { // invocation callback function
8. . . . // damage localization code
9. }
(b) Application Code.
Fig. 18. The structural health monitoring service and application.
implementation emits more beacons because it uses an underlying link estimator for discovering the parent, which rapidly
re-broadcasts beaconswhenever it detects dynamics in the network. As the patientmoves, the link estimator running on the
patient’s WSN device may detect changes in the network based on beacons from new providers resulting in it transmitting
additional beacons. More importantly, CTP tells the link estimator each time it fails to transmit a packet to its parent causing
the link estimator to emit beacons at a faster rate. This differs from Adaptive Servilla’s conservative of only performing
service rediscovery after a threshold number of providers fail, in this case three. The net result is the native implementation
sending nearly triple the beacons per service invocation relative to Adaptive Servilla. This further indicates that Adaptive
Servilla consumes less energy by performing fewer wireless transmissions.
The average service invocation latency is shown in Fig. 17, along with 95% confidence intervals calculated over ten
experimental rounds. The results indicate that Adaptive Servilla has much higher latency than the native implementation.
This makes sense since Adaptive Servilla has an adaptationmechanism that continuously retries the service invocationwith
different relay nodes until it succeeds. Since this process may take many rounds, depending on whether any providers are
within range, its latency is variable. However, from the application’s perspective, the variable latency is usually justified by
the 100% success rate of invoking services, lower network overhead, and seamless adaptation achieved by Adaptive Servilla.
7.2. Structural health monitoring
A key challenge of structural health monitoring (SHM) [21] is the need to run for long intervals of time despite the fact
that most SHM algorithms are complex and energy intensive. To address this, a low-power state may be used that simply
monitors the structure’s vibrations and signals an event whenever they exceed a certain threshold. While previous results
demonstrated that this technique is feasible and able to conserve energy [15], the service binding configurations were
manually set. This section presents how Adaptive Servilla can improve on this technique by automatically estimating the
energy footprints of each potential binding, and selecting the one that is the most energy efficient. The results are validated
by comparing the estimated and actual energy consumptions.
The WSN consists of Imote2 and TelosB devices. Both provide a service called AccelTrigger whose specification
is shown in Fig. 18(a). This service performs low-power monitoring using an accelerometer sensor. The purpose of
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(a) Local. (b) Remote.
Fig. 19. Possible binding configurations to the AccelTrigger service.
Fig. 20. The predicted and actual energy footprints of the structural health monitoring application when the radio operates at a 10% duty cycle and
Period = 1000 ms.
AccelTrigger is to save energy. Instead of continuously running the complex and energy-intensive damage localization
task, the structural health monitoring application can run AccelTrigger during periods in which there is very low
probability of building damage. The Adaptive Servilla code for this application is shown in Fig. 18(b). It simply performs
an event-based invocation on line 4 on AccelTrigger and waits for the service to notify it of an event that may have
resulted in structural damage. The event notification is done via an invocation callback function on line 7. Note that the
application need not know whether the bound service is local or remote. Adaptive Servilla determines this internally based
on what it predicts will result in the application having the lowest energy footprint.
Relative to the damage localization task, AccelTrigger consumes less energy, thus motiving its use during quiescent
periods. Among the two types of WSN devices, only the Imote2 can perform the complex computations necessary for
localizing damage based on sensor readings. As described above, the Imote2 relies on AccelTrigger during idle periods
to save energy. Given this setup, there are two binding states as shown in Fig. 19: (1) the Imote2 can bind to the local
AccelTrigger service, or (2) it can remotely bind to an identical service that is provided by a TelosB device. Adaptive
Servilla’s ability to predict the energy footprints of these two binding configurations is now evaluated.
7.2.1. Predicting energy footprint
Assuming the service is invoked every second using event-based invocation and the radio duty cycle is 10%, the Imote2
must determine the energy footprint of each binding configuration relative to Count, which is the number of times the
service is invoked. Ultimately, the objective is to determine when remote invocations are more energy-efficient than local
invocations. The results are shown in Fig. 20. The actual values were obtained using an oscilloscope while the predicted
values are generated using the equations derived in Section 4. Note that the predicted and actual energy footprints closely
match and that both result in the same conclusion: thatCountmust be at least 4 for remote binding to have a smaller energy
footprint. If the service is executed fewer than four times, the energy cost of wireless communication actually outweighs
the savings due to using a more energy-efficient TelosB device. Since Count is specified by the application during service
invocation, the middleware can automatically determine which binding configuration is best.
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(a) When Period = 1000 and Count = 300, remote invocations are (b) When the radio duty cycle is 5% and Count = 500, remote invocations
more energy efficient when the radio duty cycle is less than 75.7%. are more energy efficient when Period > 44.3 ms.
Fig. 21. The energy cost and savings when invoking a service remotely versus locally.
Fig. 22.Multiple Imote2 devices are bound to the same AccelTrigger service on a TelosB. A single execution of this service will satisfy all of the bound
Imote2 devices only if service sharing is enabled.
The experiment above highlights a scenario in which the decision on whether to bind locally or remotely depends on
Count, which is the number of times the service is expected to be executed. In that experiment, the invocation period and
radio duty cycle are fixedwhileCount is varied. To determine howvarying the other two parameters influences the decision
onwhether to bind locally or remotely, consider the following two additional scenarios. In the first scenario,AccelTrigger
is executed once per second and the number of times it must be executed before detecting an event is estimated to be three
hundred (i.e., Count = 300). When the radio duty cycle is varied between 0.01% and 90%, the resulting energy costs of
invoking locally versus remotely can be predicted using the equations derived in Section 4. They indicate that the consumer
should bind to a remote service hosted by a TelosB device whenever the radio duty cycle is less than 75.7%, as shown in
Fig. 21(a). In the second scenario,Count = 500 and the radio duty cycle is 5%.When these values are inserted into the energy
equations in Section 4, Periodmust be greater than 44.3 ms before remote binding results in a lower energy footprint, as
shown in Fig. 21(b). These two additional scenarios demonstrate that the decision on whether to bind to a local service or
remote service depends on several factors including the frequency of invocation, the expected number of invocations, and
the radio duty cycle. Using the energy-cost equations of Section 4, Adaptive Servilla is able tomake informed service-binding
decisions that result in the lowest energy costs.
7.2.2. Energy savings through service sharing
Here we evaluate the energy savings that can be gained through service invocation sharing. As shown in Fig. 22,
the network consists of a variable number of Imote2 devices and a single TelosB. The Imote2 devices are bound to an
AccelTrigger service that is provided by the TelosB. There are two ways in which the AccelTrigger service can be
executed: shared and unshared. If the service is shared, each execution of AccelTrigger on the TelosB satisfies all of the
subscribed Imote2 nodes. If the service is not shared, each execution only satisfies one Imote2. Thus, assuming there are n
Imote2 devices and all of them invoke the service with the same period, the frequency at which the service is executed
in the unshared case will be n times the frequency in the shared case. Since each execution of the service on the TelosB
consumes 1.9 mJ, as was determined in Section 5.1, the amount of energy saved in the shared scenario relative to the
unshared scenario is proportional to n andcount, which is the number of times the service is executed before the invocation
completes. Specifically, the energy savings is given by Eq. (5).
energy savings in mJ = (n− 1) · 1.9 mJ · count (5)
The reason one needs to be subtracted from n is because the service must execute once each period when service sharing is
enabled. Since n and count are both positive, the energy savings when service sharing is enabled relative to when it is not
enabled will either be zero when n = 1 or positive when n > 1. Note that once the service invocation completes (i.e., due
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to the detection of vibrations that may result in structural damage), the results must be transmitted back to the consumers,
which are the Imote2 devices. With service sharing a single wireless broadcast can notify all of the Imote2 consumers.
Without service sharing, notification of the consumers will require n wireless transmissions. Thus, service sharing reduces
the number of wireless transmissions by n− 1 and thereby conserves energy.
8. Related work
Researchers traditionally focus on coordinating applications at the functional level. This generally takes the form of
novel abstractions and calculi for sharing and transmitting data among distributed software components. For example,
in wireless ad hoc networks, researchers have investigated the use of tuple spaces [34,35], process calculi [36], workflow
engines [37], publish–subscribe [38], and ambient references [39]. While such coordination is critical, WSNs exhibit many
unique properties like limited resources and high levels of network dynamics that motivate the need to coordinate
applications beyond the functional level. One dimension along which WSN applications need to be coordinated is their
resource utilization. In this paper, the programming model used to achieve this is service-oriented computing (SOC), which
uses services as the basic unit of software modularity. Services are self-contained and self-descriptive software components
that can be dynamically discovered and used by other software components. SOC has been used in mobile ad-hoc networks
(MANETs) in the form of follow-me sessions [40] that decouple services from providers. Like the aforementioned systems,
it does not consider resource utilization when establishing connections between service consumers and providers.
SOC was previously used in WSNs, though for different purposes [41]. One use was to integrate WSNs with Internet-
connected applications [13,12,9,7,5,10,8]. To do this, the WSN was represented as a set of services that provide sensor data.
Using SOC, traditional Internet applications candiscover and connect to these services to access information generated by the
WSN. Application development is simplified since developers are already familiar with SOC programming [5]. Systems with
this as their objective differ in the degree to which SOC is integrated into the WSN and in terms of the operations that they
support. For example, PhyNetTM [13] and TinySOA [5] implement a single provider as a translation layer on theWSNgateway,
which interfaces between the WSN and an IP network. Thus, the provider on the gateway must be manually modified to
reflect any changes within the underlying WSN. While most of these systems implement a proprietary service-oriented
architecture (SOA), some embrace the standard architecture provided by the Open Service Gateway Initiative (OSGi) [42],
which further lowers the learning curve for developers who are already familiar with OSGi. TinyWeb Services (TWS) [12] is
a SOA that pushes SOC deeper into WSNs by maintaining a service provider on each WSN node. This enables new services
to be added without modifying the gateway. However, service consumers (i.e., application logic) must still reside outside
of the WSN itself. In the aforementioned systems, the protocols that transfer the sensor data from each WSN node to the
gateway are proprietary but hidden from the application developer. While these systems facilitate the integration of WSNs
with the Internet, they are not designed to enhance energy efficiency or improve service availability by adapting to network
topology changes within theWSN itself. Instead,WSNs are treated primarily as a data source rather than as a computational
platform.
Another use of SOC is to enable adaptation to network heterogeneity. This is provided by Servilla [15], a service-oriented
architecture (SOA) that simplifies the process of creating applications that execute efficiently in heterogeneous WSNs. It
presents platform-specific functionalities as services that are dynamically bound to platform-independent applications.
Since applications are platform-independent, they do not need to bemodified each time a newWSNdevice is developed thus
simplifying programming. Application efficiency is achieved by implementing the services natively and optimizing them in
platform-specific ways. Unlike the aforementioned SOAs forWSNs, Servilla enables both consumers and providers to reside
within theWSN, and establishes service bindings on-line. Servilla differs from Adaptive Servilla in that it is not energy-ware
or adaptive to network topology changes. Any changes in the connections between service consumers and providers must
be done explicitly by the application. All energy efficiency considerations and adaptations must be explicitly carried out by
the application, a process that complicates software development. Other systems that provide SOC entirely within WSNs,
like eSOA [11] and OASiS [6], perform servicematching and binding off-line and are thus unable to quickly adapt to changing
network topologies.
SOC has also been used for enabling multiple applications outside of the WSN to efficiently share resources within the
WSN [43]. Their middleware uses SOC to reuse and reserve WSN resources to maximize the quality-of-data provided to
each user. The emphasis on quality of data and efficiently supporting a large number of external users differs from and
compliments Adaptive Servilla’s objectives, which are energy efficiency and automated adaptation to network dynamics
within a WSN. In addition, the mediation layer that implements the resource allocation decisions are performed on devices
that are outside of the WSN, whereas in Adaptive Servilla adaptation is performed within the WSN. Delicato et al. [8]
observed that many WSNs execute a single application because of the tight coupling between the data dissemination
and application layers. Using SOC to decouple data routing from application-specific functionality, multiple applications
can share the same data dissemination layer and thus the same network. This work differs by not focusing on adaptation
to network topology changes or energy efficiency. In addition, the work is theoretical having not been implemented or
deployed in an actual WSN.
Energy efficiency is critical in WSNs because many nodes operate on batteries and run applications that are expected to
remain operational for extendedperiods of time. It is so important that every aspect of theWSN software stack, from theMAC
layer via duty cycling to the application layer via data aggregation and adaptive sensor sampling rates, containsmechanisms
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for increasing energy efficiency [44]. Numerous WSN systems focus on energy efficiency. For example, adaptive algorithms
have been developed for predicting sensor data readings, enabling energy to be conserved by decreasing the amount of
sensor data that needs to be transmitted [45]. It differs fromAdaptive Servilla by focusing onoptimizing a specific type of data
(sensor readings), whereas Adaptive Servilla optimizes operations performed by services in general. FlexCup [46] provides
an in-network reprogramming system that achieves high levels of energy-efficiency through partial application updates.
It differs by focusing on adaptation via code replacement, whereas Adaptive Servilla achieves adaptation by adjusting the
connections between service consumers and providers. Given the necessity to consider energy consumption in all aspects
of WSNs, making the SOA energy-aware is essential. Unlike previous systems, this paper uniquely focuses on how energy
can be saved through careful service selection and opportunistically merging service executions.
9. Discussion
Adaptive Servilla uses predicted energy footprint as the qualifier for service selection. There are other metrics by which
providers can be ranked. For example, another objective is to maximizeWSN lifetime. To do this, potential providers can be
ranked based on the amount of energy they have with preference given to those with more energy. When long battery
life is the objective, the load tends to be balanced across the network nodes. While useful, Adaptive Servilla does not
currently support these objectives because determining network lifetime is not easy. One cannot assume thatminimizing an
application’s energy footprint will result in prolonging network lifetime since each node may have different sized batteries
and the application itself may not be evenly distributed throughout the network. In addition, network lifetime cannot be
directly measured and is ambiguous (i.e., is it the time till the first node fails, when all nodes fail, or in between?) whereas
energy footprint is measurable and unambiguous. In the future, a provider selection technique that maximizes network
lifetime can be implemented and integrated into Adaptive Servilla’s programming model simply by replacing the service
finder.
The service discovery mechanism employed by Adaptive Servilla uses wireless broadcasts. This simple broadcast service
discovery mechanism is used because Adaptive Servilla currently only supports single-hop service bindings. In the future,
multi-hop service bindings may be supported, which will warrant more sophisticated service discovery mechanisms. For
example, controlled flooding [47] and gossiping [48] are two potential techniques for enabling multi-hop service discovery.
In addition, small service registries distributed throughout the network may be employed [49,50], especially if the network
is relatively stable. Integrating such mechanisms into Adaptive Servilla’s software architecture will require modifying the
service finder, remote invocator, and service discovery components to support multi-hop communication.
There are many alternative service binding adaptation mechanisms. For example, a more aggressive switching strategy
may continuously monitor the network context and switch providers even when the current provider is still available. This
is beneficial when the cost of monitoring the network context is offset by the savings gained by switching to a more energy
efficient provider. The cost of monitoring network context is not fixed and may not be easily estimated. When periodic
service invocations are used, information about energy efficiency of the current provider can be piggybacked on the periodic
data responses, though additional energy will be consumed due to the transmission of larger packets of data. When on-
demand or event-based service invocations are used, the energy consumed continuously transmitting this information to
the consumer is purely additional cost. In addition, the continuous transmission of this data from alternate providers that are
currently not being used will consume energy that is also purely additional cost. Clearly, the type of network and potential
savings that can be realizedmust be consideredwhen decidingwhether to employ this proactive style of adaptation. Perhaps
a hybrid approach should be taken when the current passive style of adaptation is used when the potential energy savings
from switching is below a certain threshold, and the proactive style of adaptation is used only when the potential savings in
energy are above the threshold. Two other options include introspection and service registries. Introspectionmay be used to
test the state of a service and thus avoid service failure. Service registriesmay be deployed that provide decentralized service
state information. Such a servicewill incur overheadmaintaining the registries, butmay also result in fewer service discovery
cycles since multiple consumers may benefit from the data contained in a single registry. Adaptive Servilla currently does
not provide these alternative forms of adaptation because the benefits they provide do not clearly outweigh their additional
cost. An investigation on when these alternative forms of adaptation is applicable may be conducted in the future.
Adaptive Servilla currently restricts connections between service providers and consumers to be single-hop and only
considers energy footprint when selecting among multiple suitable providers. Because of this, the parameters listed in
Table 1 are sufficient. If a service involvesmultiple hops (e.g., a routing service), the end-to-end cost is reflected in the energy
parameters of the provider that is sent to the consumer during the service discovery process. While this information may
be sufficient for distinguishing between providers and determining which connection will result in the application having
the smallest energy footprint, sometimes additional context information may be relevant because they impact other non-
functional properties latency or reliability. Such multi-dimensional optimizations are currently not supported by Servilla,
though Servilla’s programming model supports their integration in the future. Adding support for multi-dimensional
optimizations will require that the provider send additional information to the consumer, and the consumer to consider
this additional information when selecting a provider.
Security is always an important consideration inWSNs especially whenmultiple applications may coexist [51]. Adaptive
Servilla currently does not provide mechanisms for ensuring security. In the future certain security features may be
integrated. For example, privacy may be achieved by encrypting all communication within the network [52–55]. The
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trustworthiness of service consumers and providers may be achieved via code verification [56], proof-carrying code [57],
or transient-based analysis [58] techniques. Data integrity can be achieved by attaching provenance information using
a technique called self-identifying data [59]. Finally, various resource allocation schemes may be integrated to prevent
interferences between and among service consumers and providers [43,60,61].
While Adaptive Servilla was implemented and evaluated on TinyOS, its key ideas are portable across many different
platforms. This is because the implementation does not use anything unique to TinyOS. Adaptive Servilla simply requires that
the underlying operating system provide an execution model and access to low-level hardware components that provide
networking, sensing, actuating, and computing capabilities. These minimal requirements are met by nearly all operating
systems for WSNs including SOS [62], Contiki [63], and LiteOS [64].
10. Conclusions
Adaptive Servilla is a middleware that uses the service-oriented computing (SOC) programming model to coordinate
the resources used by applications in WSNs. It does this by introducing adaptive service provisioning techniques that
are energy-aware and able to automatically adjust the connections between service providers and consumers to enhance
energy efficiency and service availability. This is particularly important in WSNs due to the extremely limited resources
and high levels of network dynamics present. Adaptive Servilla features three novel adaptation strategies specifically
designed for service provisioning in WSNs: (1) energy-aware service selection, (2) opportunistic service sharing, and
(3) adaptive service rebinding in response to network dynamics. Naturally incorporated into a service-oriented software
architecture, the adaptive strategies are hidden from the device, service, and application developers and thereby simplify
application development. Empirical results from implementations on TelosB and Imote2 platforms and an evaluation of two
applications, medical patient monitoring and structural health monitoring, demonstrate Adaptive Servilla’s efficacy.
There are several areas of future work related to Adaptive Servilla. One aspect lies in the creation of semantically-
richer service provider selection and invocation strategies that go beyond energy efficiency and the three forms of
service invocations currently supported by Adaptive Servilla (i.e., on-demand, periodic, and event-based). Adaptive Servilla
currently biases its provider selection strategy toward a single objective: energy efficiency. In actuality, application contexts
offer a much richer set of semantics that may influence the selection and invocation strategies. For example, a more critical
application may sacrifice energy efficiency for sensing services that offer greater performance. Other aspects include the
explicit support of dependences among service connections, facilitating composite services in which multiple different
services are combined into a single ‘‘virtual service,’’ and facilitating consistent state among services and applications so that
they can better coordinate and achieve even higher levels of efficiency. Another aspect of future work lies in the addition
of active adaptation techniques that preemptively switches providers to achieve higher-level objectives like increased
quality-of-service for WSN applications. Adaptive Servilla currently only supports passive adaptation to avoid the overhead
of continuously monitoring for provider disconnection. A potential compromise is to adjust the monitoring frequency in
proportion to the potential gains in energy efficiency. This is because the less energy-efficient the currently-bound provider
is, the greater the incentive is to find a more energy-efficient provider. Finally, the energy cost equations used by Adaptive
Servilla are only predictions.While they have been empirically-demonstrated to be accurate enough to distinguish between
competing providers, integrating an on-line feedback mechanism that continuously verifies and improves upon the energy
cost estimations is another area requiring further investigation.
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